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Presentation Notes
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  I want to thank the COPUOS Scientific and Technical Subcommittee for allowing me this opportunity to speak about the most complex peaceful endeavor humans have ever attempted in space, and the many benefits coming from research and technology development on the international space station.
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Spacecraft Mass: 799,046 lb (362,441 kg) 
Velocity: 17,500 mph (28,200 km/h) 

Altitude:  ~220 miles above Earth (400 km) 
Power: 80 kW continuous 

Science Capability: Laboratories built by US, Europe, Japan, and 
Russia 

Extended through at least 2024 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The space station represents the most complex machine ever built by human kind. A core group of 5 partners representing 15 nations built it on multiple continents and assembled it in orbit.  Weighing over 350,000 kg, it is the size of a large house, orbiting at over 28,000 km/h.



Developing and testing 
technologies and operations for 
Future Exploration beyond Earth 
Orbit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The development of this laboratory tested human ingenuity across nations, and has become a model for the way spacefaring nations can work together to achieve goals that could not be achieved by any single national alone.  The knowledge gained from building the international space station is a foundation for our ability to send humans beyond Earth orbit, to the moon, and asteroid, and Mars.



Research Discoveries and 
Benefits to Life on Earth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The laboratory was not just built as an engineering demonstration, but also to serve as a location for research that can be done no other place.  Where research can be done with gravity as a controlled variable and not as a constant.  Unique in all the world, the ISS offers opportunities to advance broadly different scientific disciplines—from biology to physics, from measurements of Earth to measurements of the Big Bang.  And these unique discoveries come home to our daily lives on Earth.



Developing a 
sustainable 
commercial 
market in 
Low Earth 

Orbit 

Cygnus  (Orbital) 

Dragon (SpaceX) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also see the International Space Station as an anchor destination for the development of a sustainable commercial market in Low Earth Orbit.  As with all frontiers, governments may join together to explore, but eventually scientists, visitors and settlers come behind. ISS provides an important destination for space vehicles from not just the US but also Europe, Russia and Japan, as these low Earth orbital markets develop.



International partnership 
structure extendable to future 
human exploration endeavors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The international partnership itself is a major accomplishment of the International Space Station.  Whether in learning to bridge engineering cultures so a united vehicle operates safely every day, or in learning to work together in a crisis, the International Space Station is a proud example of what Nations can do in cooperating peacefully in exploration.   The ISS partnership can also be a foundation for future exploration endeavors beyond Earth orbit. The ISS and associated activities are governed by a legal framework that has been sustained for decades, and can be leveraged to take on new exploration goals.



Global Exploration Roadmap 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are engaged with our international partners, ISS partners and other agencies, in ISECG in defining a common strategy for human exploration.  This chart shows our common strategy beginning with the ISS and working towards our common long term goal of humans on the surface of Mars.  The updated GER focuses on 3 main near term priorities using ISS to the fullest extent for the research and demonstrations.  ISS is also the place where we can mature critical systems, like life support systems which need to be reliable and lower mass and closed loop; increasing the coordination between human and robotic exploration missions. Most Robotic missions have science questions as their driving goal, but they represent a good opportunity to learn about future destinations where humans will someday live and work; we all agree that the next steps for humans beyond LEO are missions in the lunar vicinity and the lunar surface.  These missions will help us demonstrate and advance capabilities needed for Mars, while enabling the presence of the crew to explore asteroids and the Moon.  NASA’s Asteroid Redirect Mission is a key initial lunar vicinity mission. 



What kind of benefits come from research in 
space? 

Discovery 

Space 
Exploration 

Earth 
Benefits 

Research 
Benefits 

Spinoffs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Full research use of the laboratory is now entering its 3rd year.  We are beginning to see the research results being published and analyzed.  We also have had time from some of the early investigations to see those results turn into clear benefits.  Our research is focused on three overlapping aims:  pure scientific discovery, enabling future space exploration, and providing improved quality of life on Earth.  These aims interact as we see both technologies (sometimes known as spinoffs) and research results from all three areas lead to benefits for humanity.



Major types of benefits on Earth 

Health 

Education 

Earth Observation &  
Disaster Response 

Everyday Technologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently the ISS partnership completed a survey of major benefits from the ISS that have developed over the past 15 years of assembly and operations.  We found 4 major areas:  benefits and improvements to human health, data on the Earth system for understanding the climate and responding to disasters, opportunities to educate students around the world, and space-developed technologies to improve manufacturing, energy efficiency, and daily life.  I will now give some highlights of some of the significant benefits we identified.



Microbial Virulence 

Bottom image credit: Rocky Mountain Laboratories Top image credit:  Pacific Northwest National Laboratory Source:  ISS Chief Scientist, NASA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salmonella Salmonella one of the most dangerous causes of food borne illness in the U.S., and a major killer of children around the world.  Studies on the ISS identified that	 Bacteria were more virulent in space Hundreds of genes had differences in their expression The controlling gene was identified The information is now being used to seek new treatment alternatives



A New Method to Deliver 
Cancer Treatments 

Source:  ISS Chief Scientist, NASA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An experiment performed on ISS in 2002  included innovative encapsulation of several different anti-cancer drugs, magnetic triggering particles, and encapsulation of genetically engineered DNA.  The unique fluid dynamics in the absence of gravity could be used to engineer microcapsules that had never been made on Earth.  Following the significant results, scientists developed a way to make the capsules in quantities on Earth that could be used in medical trials—it took them over 6 years.  Now they are continuing testing so that they can begin human clinical trials in treating cancer.
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H20 

Candidate Treatment for Duchenne’s 
Muscular Dystrophy from Protein 

Crystallization 

Source:  ISS  Chief Scientist, NASA 

Earth Space 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a joint JAXA-Roscosmos investigation (JAXA/Roscosmos science, JAXA hardware), a research team led by the Osaka Bioscience Institute, analyzed high-quality H-PGDS/HQL-79 complexed protein crystals created in space. This protein complex has been shown to play a major role in advancing the progression of Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy. This led to development of a candidate drug for slowing the progress of this horrible disease.



Julie A. Robinson, ISS Chief Scientist B. Mellor/Nature, Used with permission 

Getting scientific  
Results from  

“Bench to Bedside” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the previous examples I provided is a promising medical advance.  However, we know that many promising advances in the laboratory don’t make it to treatment of patients, either because some problem is found, or because it is not economically viable.  So the three examples I just presented show the promise of ISS for medical research, but have not yet been used to treat patients.  Other information and technologies have made it to the bedside, and I would like to share some examples of these.



Source:  ISS  Chief Scientist, NASA 

Mechanisms for 
New Osteoporosis 
Drugs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The pharmaceutical company Amgen tested the effects of osteoprotegrin in mice on an assembly flight to the International Space Station.  This allowed them to better understand the potential for oseteoprotegrin in treating bone loss.  The information was part of their submission to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.  Their drug, Prolia, came to the U.S. market in 2011, and offers an alternative for women with significant bone loss that cannot take other treatments.



15 Robotically Assisted Brain Surgery 
Source:  ISS Chief Scientist, NASA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The technology developed by the Canadarm robotic arm that assembled the International Space Station was developed by the company MDA for the Canadian Space Agency.  This technology has been miniaturized to allow robotically-assisted brain surgery from within an MRI machine.  Many patients that were otherwise inoperable have had successful outcomes from this new technology.



Telemedicine Advancements 

Source:  ISS Chief Scientist, NASA Images courtesy of Scott A. Dulchavsky, Henry Ford Health System, Detroit, MI.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultrasound is a powerful tool for evaluating injuries, if a skilled sonographer is available.  Approaches to conduct ultrasound in a telemedicine setting without a specialized operator were tested on ISS.  The use of a relatively small piece of medical equipment to diagnose various health problems without specialized medical expertise nearby is now saving lives as well as health care costs around the world.  From the arctic, to Africa to Brazil, private foundations and the World Health Organization are partnering to test this technology for improving patient care in remote areas.  It is particularly important because of being used to identify delivery risks before a woman goes into labor, protecting the life of the mother and child.  



Source:  ISS Chief Scientist, NASA 

Water recycling technologies 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the International Space Station, waste water must be recycled on a 7-day cycle.  The low-power, small-size technologies are being used around the world in disaster response—from Pakistan to Haiti—to provide clean water.



Sarychev Peak, Kuril Islands, ISS020-E-9048, 12 June 2009 

Disaster Response Networks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The multiple instruments observing the Earth form the ISS are linked via the International Disaster Charter to collect and share data when there are major disasters around the world.
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Water Quality Monitoring 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New techniques for monitoring water quality in shallow coastal areas using Hyperspectral imaging from the International Space Station, allow managers from the U.S. Environmental Protection agency to distinguish sediments from nitrogen pollution that could cause algal blooms.  Scientists around the world can request tasking of this instrument to help in their research, and the entire instrument archive is open to the public.



Education 
Summary 2000-
2012 

 ISS Partners 
 

 Countries 
 

Schools 
 

Teachers 
 

Students 
 

Students in inquiry-
based learning 
 

Published on ISS Benefits for Humanity website  

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/benefits/index.html 

(direct link to document:)  http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/696998main_ISS%20Education_Publication%202012_%20final_100512.pdf   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The education impacts of the ISS are extraordinary.  Over 44 countries, 25,000 schools, 2.8 million teachers and 43 million students have participated in education activities linked to ISS.

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/benefits/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/696998main_ISS%20Education_Publication%202012_%20final_100512.pdf


Over 80 Countries have participated in 
research or education on the space station 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combining education and research together—international collaboration has made the ISS a true international laboratory.  Over 80 countries have participated in ISS research or education projects to date.



The future to 2024 (and beyond)… 

• More research 
• More international partnerships 
• Ever increasing benefits to the world 
• Successful future human exploration of 

space 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently the Obama administration announced it is committing the United States to extension of the space station to at least the year 2024.  This offers valuable opportunities to scientists around the world to conduct research aboard this unique laboratory.  Jus the 4 additional years form 2020 to 2024 give us 45% more hands-on research and 95%more automated research.  It also will give us more of the benefits we seek—international partnerships and knowledge to benefit the world.



ISS benefits 
for Humanity 
Document 
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http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/
station/research/benefits/index.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can get more information on ISS Benefits for humanity, available in 4 languages at the “ISS Benefits for Humanity Website”.  A new version of the book will be updated and published in June 2014.

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/benefits/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/benefits/index.html


ISS Research & Technology  (link) 

http://www.nasa.gov/iss-science/  
 
 
@ISS_Research  (link) 

 
ISS Research Blog  “A Lab Aloft”   (link) 

 http://blogs.nasa.gov/ISS_Science_Blog/  
 
See the ISS over Your Town   (link) 

  http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/realdata/sightings/ 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also follow the amazing story of ISS and its research over the decade to come at these links, blogs and twitter feeds.  Thank you so much for your attention today.  An please take the time to go outside, look up and see Humanity’s space station—the “brightest star in the sky.”

http://www.nasa.gov/iss-science
http://twitter.com/ISS_Research
http://go.usa.gov/atI
http://blogs.nasa.gov/ISS_Science_Blog/
http://blogs.nasa.gov/ISS_Science_Blog/
http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/realdata/sightings/
http://spaceflight1.nasa.gov/realdata/sightings/help.html
http://twitter.com/ISS_Research
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